An important variation of preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithms is inexact preconditioner implemented with inner-outer iterations 5], where the preconditioner is solved by an inner iteration to a prescribed precision. In this paper, we formulate an inexact preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm for a symmetric positive de nite system and analyze its convergence property. We establish a linear convergence result using a local relation of residual norms. We also analyze the algorithm using a global equation and show that the algorithm may have the superlinear convergence property, when the inner iteration is solved to high accuracy. The analysis is in agreement with observed numerical behaviour of the algorithm. In particular, it suggests a heuristic choice of the stopping threshold for the inner iteration. Numerical examples are given to show the e ectiveness of this choice and to compare the convergence bound.
Introduction
Iterative methods for solving linear systems are usually combined with a preconditioner that can be easily solved. For some practical problems, however, a natural and e cient choice of preconditioner may be one that can not be solved easily by a direct method and thus may require an iterative method (called inner iteration) itself to solve the preconditioned equations. There also exist cases where the matrix operator contains inverses of some other matrices, an explicit form of which is not available. Then the matrix-vector products can only be obtained approximately through an inner iteration. The linear systems arising from the saddle point problems 3] is one such example. For these types of problems, the original iterative method will be called the outer iteration and the iterative method used for solving the preconditioner or forming the matrix-vector products is called the inner iteration.
A critical question in the use of the inner-outer iterations is to what precision the preconditioner should be solved, i.e., what stopping threshold should be used in the inner iteration. Clearly, a very high precision will render the outer iteration close to the exact case and a very low one on the other hand could make the outer iteration irrelevant. An optimal one will be to allow the stopping threshold as large as possible in order to reduce the cost of inner iteration, while maintaining the convergence characteristic of the outer iteration. In other words, we wish to combine the inner and outer iterations so that the total number of operations is minimized. An answer to the above question requires understanding of how the accuracy in the inner iteration a ects the convergence of the outer iteration. This has been studied by Golub and Overton 5, 6] for the Chebyshev iteration and the Richardson iteration, by Munthe- Kaas 8] for preconditioned steepest descent algorithms, by Elman and Golub 3] for the Uzawa algorithm for the saddle point problems, and by Giladi, Golub and Keller 4] for the Chebyshev iteration with a varying threshold. Golub and Overton also observed the interesting phenomenon for the preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm (as the outer iteration) that the convergence of CG could be maintained for very large stopping threshold in the inner iteration; yet the convergence rate may be extremely sensitive to the change of the threshold at certain point.
Given that the known convergence properties of CG depends strongly on a global minimization property, the phenomenon found in 5, 6] seems very surprising and makes the inexact preconditioned conjugate gradient an attractive option for implementing preconditioners. However, there has been no theoretical analysis to explain these interesting phenomena, and its extreme sensitivity to the threshold makes it hard to implement it in practice. The present paper is an e ort in this direction. We shall formulate and analyze an inexact preconditioned conjugate gradient method for a symmetric positive de nite system. By establishing a local relation between consecutive residual norms, we prove a linear convergence property with a bound on the rate and illustrate that the convergence rate is relatively insensitive to the change of threshold up to certain point. In particular, the result is used to arrive at a heuristic choice of the stopping threshold. We also show, using a global relation as in 9] , that the algorithm may have the superlinear convergence property when the global orthogonality is nearly preserved, which usually occurs with smaller thresholds and shorter iterations.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present the inexact preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm, and some of its properties together with two numerical examples illustrating its numerical behaviour. We then give in section 3 a local analysis, showing the linear convergence property, and in section 4, a global analysis, showing the superlinear convergence property. Finally, we give some numerical examples in section 5 to illustrate our results.
We shall use the standard notation in numerical analysis. The M-norm k k M and the Minner product < ; > M (for M > 0) are de ned by kvk M = p v T Mv and < u; v > M = u T Mv respectively. cond(A) denotes the spectral condition number of a matrix A. A + denotes the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of A.
PCG with inner-outer Iterations
We consider the preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) algorithm for solving Ax = b with a preconditioner M, where both A and M are symmetric positive de nite. Then at each step of PCG iteration, a search direction p n is found by rst solving the preconditioned system Mz n = r n . If a direct method is not available for solving M, an iterative method, possibly (though not necessarily) CG itself, can be used to solve it. In this case, we nd z n by the inner iteration such that Mz n = r n + e n with the stopping criterion ke n k M ?1 kr n k M ?1 (RES) where 2 0; 1) is the stopping threshhold in the inner iteration. Here we have used the M ?1 -norm for the theoretical convenience. In practical computations, one can replace (RES) by the following criterion in terms of the 2-norm ke n k 2 ^ kr n k 2 where^ = =cond(M).
Because z n is only used to de ne the search direction p n in PCG, only its direction has any signi cance. Therefore, we also propose the following direction based stopping criterion jz T n r n j kz n k M kr n k M ?1 = j(Mz n ) T M ?1 r n j kMz n k M ?1kr n k M ?1 cos (ANG)
i.e., the acute angle between Mz n and r n in the M ?1 -inner product (or the acute angle between z n and M ?1 r n in the M-inner product) is at most . p n = z n + n p n?1 n = z T n r n p T n Ap n equivalently n = p T n r n p T n Ap n ! r n+1 = r n ? n Ap n x n+1 = x n + n p n end for
Clearly, if or = 0, the above algorithm is the usual PCG. With (or ) > 0, we allow the preconditioner Mz n = r n to be solved only approximately.
Remark 3. As is well-known, there are several di erent formulations for n and n in the algorithm, which are all equivalent in the exact PCG. For the inexact case, this may no longer be true. Our particular formulation here implies that some local orthogonality properties are maintained even with inexact z n , as given in the next lemma. Our numerical tests also show that it indeed leads to a more stable algorithm. For example, if n is computed by the old form z T n+1 r n+1 =z T n r n , the algorithm may not converge for larger .
Lemma 1 The sequences generated by Algorithm IPCG satis es the following local orthogonality p T n?1 r n+1 = 0; p T n r n+1 = 0; z T n r n+1 = 0; p T n Ap n+1 = 0:
Proof First n+1 =
? n z T n+1 Ap n n p T n Ap n = ? z T n+1 Ap n p T n Ap n :
Then p T n Ap n+1 = p T n Az n+1 + n+1 p T n Ap n = 0: Thus z T n Ap n = (p n ? n p n?1 ) T Ap n = p T n Ap n (with 1 = 0) and z T n r n+1 = z T n r n ? n z T n p n = 0: Now supposing p T n?1 r n = 0, we have p T n r n+1 = p T n r n ? n p T n Ap n = z T n r n ? n p T n Ap n = 0: and p T n?1 r n+1 = p T n?1 r n ? n p T n?1 Ap n = 0: Thus the lemma follows from p T 1 r 2 = z T 1 r 2 = 0 by an induction argument. By eliminating p n in the recurrence, IPCG can be written with two consecutive steps as a second order recurrence r n+1 = r n?1 + ! n ( n Az n + r n?1 ? r n ); a uni ed form that includes Chebyshev and second order Richardson iterations (cf 2]). From the local orthogonality, we obtain the following local minimization property. is easy to check that z T n r n 6 = 0 for either (RES) or (ANG). So n 6 = 0 and thus we have the strict inequality.
For the second inequality, we just need to show r n+1 ? A ?1 Az n and r n?1 ?r n . This follows from r T n+1 z n = 0 and r T n+1 A ?1 (r n?1 ? r n ) = r T n+1 ( n p n?1 ) = 0. Recall that the steepest descent method constructs r sd n+1 = r n ? t n Ar n from r n such that kr sd n+1 k A ?1 = min t kr n ? tAr n k A ?1 . A bound on kr sd n+1 k A ?1 can be obtained from the Kantrovich
inequality. An inexact preconditioned version of the steepest descent method 8] is to construct r sd n+1 = r n ? t n Az n from r n with t n = z T n r n =z T n Az n such that kr sd n+1 k 2 A ?1 = min t kr n ? tAz n k 2 A ?1 = kr n k 2 A ?1 1 ? (z T n r n ) 2 z T n Az n r T n A ?1 r n ! :
Then the second inequality of the above proposition shows that kr n+1 k A ?1 min t kr n ? tAz n k A ?1 (by choosing s = 0) and thus kr n+1 k A ?1 kr sd n+1 k A ?1.
A Numerical Example
To motivate our discussion in the next two sections, we now present two numerical examples to illustrate the typical convergence behaviour of IPCG. We simulate IPCG by arti cially perturbing r n , i.e. applying PCG with M = I and z n+1 = r n+1 + kr n+1 kf n =kf n k, where f n is a pseudo random We rst note that the A ?1 -norm of the residuals decreases monotonically (cf Prop. 2.1) and convergence occurs for quite large . We further observe from the second example that for smaller (= 1e?5) the superlinear convergence property of exact CG is recovered. In fact, they follow the unperturbed case very closely. When is larger, the convergence tends to be linear, with a rate depending on . Interestingly, the convergence rate is insensitive to the change of magnitude of until a certain point (0:1 in the rst and 0:4 in the second), around which it becomes extremely sensitive to a relatively small change of .
Our explanation and analysis to the above observation will be given in two categories, although there is no clear boundary between the two. For smaller , some global properties (e.g. the orthogonality among r n ) is expected to be preserved, which leads to a global near minimization property and thus the superlinear convergence. For larger , the global minimization property will be lost. However, we will show that some local relation from r n to r n+1 is not destroyed, which turns out to preserve a linear convergence property. We consider each of these two categories separately in the next two sections.
Linear Convergence of IPCG
In this section we present a local relation between consecutive residual norms, which lead to a linear convergence bound for IPCG. Our basic idea is to relate the reduction factor of IPCG n = r T n+1 A ?1 r n+1 r T n A ?1 r n (4) 
From Proposition 2.1, we have n n < 1.
Theorem 1 Let n and n be de ned as in (4) and (5) Proof From r T n+1 p n = 0, we have r T n A ?1 r n = r T n+1 A ?1 r n+1 + 2 n p T n Ap n : (6) Substituting n = z T n rn p T n Apn in, we obtain r T n+1 A ?1 r n+1 = r T n A ?1 r n ? (z T n r n ) 2 p T n Ap n :
Thus n = 1 ? (z T n r n ) 2 r T n A ?1 r n p T n Ap n : (8) Now, using z n = p n ? n p n?1 and p T n Ap n?1 = 0, we have z T n Az n = p T n Ap n + 2 n p T n?1 where n = z T n r n?1 =z T n r n , and we have used Ap n?1 = ?1 n?1 (r n?1 ? r n ) and (6) . Now substituting the above and (5) into (8), we obtain part (a).
For part (b), let g k = 1 In the exact case, n = 0 by the orthogonality and the above equations are simpli ed. In the inexact case, using the local orthogonality (Lemma 2.1), n can be bounded. We shall consider the stopping criterion (ANG) only in this section. Since (RES) implies (ANG) with sin = , all results here apply to the (RES) case as well by simply replacing sin by . In terms of the stopping criterion (RES), the same result holds with sin replaced by (see Remark 1) . Therefore, if = sin < 1=(2 p cond(M ?1 A)), IPCG will converge with a rate depending on (the standard PCG convergence rate). In particular, the bound indicates that the IPCG convergence rate is relatively insensitive to the magnitude of for smaller but increases sharply at certain point (see the rate curves in Fig. 2) . However, the bound on the convergence rate here tends to be pessimistic and it does not recover the classical bound for the case = 0. Nevertheless, it does seem to re ect the trend of how the rate changes as changes.
To compare the bound with the actual numerical results, we consider an example similar to the one in section 2. Namely, we consider a diagonal matrix whose eigenvalues are linearly distributed on 1; ], and apply PCG with the same kind of random perturbation. We carry out IPCG and compute the actual convergence rate by (kr k k A ?1=kr k?20 k A ?1 ) 1=20 for ranging from 10 ?6 to 1. In Figure 2 the graphs of the bound and the actual computed rate are plotted (for the case = 10; and 100).
By comparing the actual convergence rate and its bound, we observe that the bound, as a worst case bound, follows the trend of the actual convergence rate curve quite closely. The bound reaches 1 at 0 = sin 0 = 1=(2 q cond(M ?1 A)):
(10) In particular, 0 seems to be a good estimate of the point at which the actual rate starts to increase signi cantly (i.e., the slope is greater than 1). Note that when the slope is less than 1, any increase in the rate may be compensated by a comparable or more increase in . We therefore advocate a value around 0 as a heuristic choice of the stopping threshold for inner iterations. Our numerical examples in Section 5 con rm that this is indeed a reasonable strategy in balancing the numbers of inner and outer iterations.
Superlinear Convergence of IPCG
The bound in the previous section demonstrates linear convergence of IPCG. We observed in section 2 that for smaller , IPCG may actually enjoy the superlinear convergence property of exact CG. Here we explain this phenomenon by the method of 9], i.e. by considering a global equation that is approximately satis ed by IPCG. We remark that a global property is necessary in examining superlinear convergence. Let R n = r 1 ; ; r n ]; Z n = z 1 ; ; z n ]; E n = e 1 ; ; e n ]; and P n = p 1 ; ; p n ]: From r n+1 = r n ? n Ap n , Mz n+1 = r n+1 + e n+1 and p n+1 = z n+1 + n+1 p n respectively, we obtain the following matrix equations for IPCG AP n = R n L n ?1 N ? 1 n r n+1 e T n ; MZ n = R n + E n ; and Z n = P n U n ; 
Note thatT n = L n ?1 n U n is a tridiagonal matrix such that e T nT ?1 n e 1 = e T n U ?1 n n L ?1 n e 1 = e T n n v = n (v = 1 1 1] T ). Therefore, the inexact case satis es an equation similar to the exact case with the error term AM ?1 E n . We rewrite (13) in a scaled form as in 9, Eq. (8)]. Let D n = diagfkr 1 k; ; kr n kg, and R n = r 1 ; ;r n ] = R n D ?1 n = r 1 =kr 1 k; ; r n =kr n k]:
Then from (13) AM ?1R n =R n T n ? 1 n r n+1 kr 1 k e T n ? AM ?1 n
where T n = D nTn D ?1 n ,^ n = kr n k n =kr 1 k = e T n T ?1 n e 1 and n = e 1 =kr 1 k; ; e n =kr n k]. By the stopping criteria, ke i k=kr i k cond(M), and therefore k n k p N cond(M). Now applying the same argument in the proof of 9, Theorem 3.5] to (14), we obtain the following theorem. (The details are omitted here).
Theorem 3 Assume r 1 ; ; r n ; r n+1 are linearly independent and let V T 0 = I n 0]R + n+1 2 R n N (i.e. the matrix consisting of the rst n rows ofR + n+1 ). Then kr n+1 k A ?1 (1 + K n + M n ) min See 9] for some arti cially perturbed numerical examples.
In summary, if the global M ?1 -orthogonality among the residual vectors are nearly maintained to certain step, the residual of IPCG is very close to that of exact PCG up to that point and thus may display the superlinear convergence property.
Numerical Examples
In this section, we present numerical examples of inner-outer iterations, testing various choices of the stopping threshold as compared with 0 = 0:5= p of (10), where = cond(M ?1 A). For this purpose, we shall consider = d= p for d ranging 0:01 to 5 as well as = 1.
We consider ?r(a(x; y)ru) + (x; y)u = f(x; y) on R = (0; 1) (0; 1) (16) with the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition u = 0 on @R: Using uniform ve-point nite di erence with the step size h = 1 N+1 , we obtain n n (with n = N 2 ) linear system (A + D)u n = f n , where A is the discretization of ?r(a(x; y)r) and is a (N N) block tridiagonal matrix. We consider solving this equation using the block Jacobi preconditioner M (i.e. M is the block diagonal part of A) or using the discrete Laplacian L (i.e. L is the discretization of ? ) as the preconditioner. For the purpose of testing inner-outer iterations, an iterative method (i.e. SOR, CG or preconditioned CG) is used for the preconditioners. We denote them by CG-SOR, CG-CG and CG-PCG respectively.
We compare the number of outer (n outer ) and total inner (n inner ) iterations required to reduce the A ?1 -norm of the residual by 10 ?8 . N = 30; 50; and 100 will be used in our tests.
In the rst test, a(x; y) = exp(y 2 ), (x; y) = 0 and f(x; y) = x 2 y and the discrete Laplacian preconditioner L is used. SOR (with the optimal parameter 11]), CG and PCG with the modi ed incomplete Cholesky factorization are used in the inner iteration to solve Mz = r. The results are listed in Tables 1, 2 In the rst rows of the tables, we also list the results for = 1, in which case one step of inner iteration is carried out for each outer iteration. In this way, it is closely related to those cases with very close to 1. Interestingly, however, this extreme case is usually equivalent to applying CG directly to the original matrix A or with a preconditioner. For example, if the inner iteration is CG itself, one step of inner CG produces inner solution z n in the same direction of r n and thus the outer iteration is exactly CG applied to A (see Appendix for a detailed discussion for other inner solvers). This is why that convergence still occurs in these extreme cases and our analysis, which are based on Mz n = r n + e n only, would not include this case. However, if z n is chosen only to satisfy Table 3 : Iteration Counts for CG-PCG with discrete Laplacian preconditioner L Mz n = r n + e n but not in the particular way here, the convergence is not expected. The relatively small iteration counts are due to the fact that the original system is not too ill-conditioned. In comparing the performance of di erent with respect to the outer iteration counts, it appears that 0 lies right around the point at which the outer iteration count starts to increase signi cantly. This con rms our convergence analysis for the outer iteration. For the total inner iteration counts, the performance for larger seems to be irregular among di erent inner solvers, and this can be attributed to the di erent convergence characteristic at the extreme case = 1 for di erent inner solvers (see Appendix). In particular, we observe that for larger , CG-CG (or CG-PCG) performs better than CG-SOR. This phenomenon was also observed in 3]. Overall, 0 seems to be a reasonable choice in balancing the numbers of inner and outer iterations.
In the above example, and thus 0 remains nearly constant for di erent N. In the second test, we use the block Jacobi preconditioner M and a(x; y) = 1, (x; y) = 1+cos(1000 (x+y)) and f(x; y) = x 2 y. Then = 184:1; 500:4 and 1965:9 and 0 = 0:037; 0:022 and 0:011 for N = 30; 50 and 100 respectively. Both SOR and CG are used in the inner iteration. The results are listed in Tables 4 and 5 in an Appendix. Similar behaviour was observed.
Conclusion
We have formulated and analyzed an inexact preconditioned conjugate gradient method. The method is proved to be convergent for fairly large thresholds in the inner iterations. A linear convergence bound, though pessimistic, is obtained, which leads to a heuristic choice of the stopping threshold in the inner iteration. Numerical tests demonstrate the e ciency of the choice.
It still remains an unsolved problem to choose an optimal that minimizes the total amount of work (see 4]), although 0 here provides a rst approximation. Solving such a problem demands a sharper bound in the outer iteration and analysis of the near extreme threshold cases. It is not clear whether a better bound could be obtained from the approach of the present paper. It seems there are more properties of IPCG awaiting for discovery. For example, better bounds for the steepest descent reduction factor n may exist for IPCG, which in turn would lead to improvement to the results here. 
Appendix
This appendix contains a detailed discussion on IPCG in the extreme case = 1 and numerical results for second example in section 5.
If the inner iteration is SOR, let S ! be the iteration matrix. Then applying one step of SOR iteration to solve Mz n = r n produces the inner solution z n = S ! r n . WriteM = S ?1 ! . Then z n satis esMz n = r n exactly. Therefore, the outer iteration is indeed just the standard preconditioned CG for A withM = S ?1 ! as the preconditioner. This explains the convergence. Note thatM may be a bad preconditioner.
If the inner iteration is PCG preconditioned by M 0 (in our rst example, M 0 was the modi ed incomplete Cholesky factorization), then applying the rst step of PCG to solve Mz n = r n produces the inner solution z n = 1p1 = 1 M ?1 0 r n , wherep 1 = M ?1 0 r n is the rst search direction in the inner CG and 1 the rst coe cient. However, constructing x n and r n in IPCG depends on the direction of p n , which depends on that of z n only. Thus, with z n = 1 M ?1 0 r n , the outer iteration is equivalent to the one generated by z n = M ?1 0 r n . Therefore, IPCG in this extreme case is equivalent to the standard preconditioned CG for A with M 0 as the preconditioner. Again, this is the cause of convergence in the extreme case.
When is very close to one, it takes relatively constant number of inner iteration to obtain z n .
So, similar discussions are valid.
Finally, the following are the results of the second numerical example. 
